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Unintended consequences 
Trade distortions and logistics disruption prove a potent combination for log prices  

As we’ve noted in previous updates, prices for forestry products have risen over 2021 thus far. AgriHQ’s forestry 

index (a weighted combination of logs, pulp and paper) is up around 5% since the beginning of the year. Excluding last 

year’s brief lockdown-driven squeeze, raw log prices – the largest component of NZ’s forestry exports – were at their 

highest level since 2019 in the March trade data.  

In the weeks since our last update, shipping pressures 

around the world have continued to intensify. Shipping 

throughput indices are at record highs and show little sign of 

receding, keeping capacity under pressure. According to 

AgriHQ reporting, ships are travelling off-schedule, and 

avoiding NZ in some instances, given our isolation. We still 

think there’s a transitory element to shipping pressures, and 

expect disruption to ease over time, but the story has further 

to run yet. Until then, the global supply bottleneck will keep 

the upward pressure on commodity prices.  

For now, higher prices are offsetting any impact of shipping 

constraints. March log exports hit the $389m mark, their 

second-highest level on record. Log export volumes were 

down marginally on the usual March figure, but relatively 

modestly. Still, the situation remains fluid, and we’ll be closely 

watching the April data in two weeks time.  

We still expect that trade distortions overseas will drive up 

demand for NZ logs over 2021 and 2022. The Australia-China 

stoush has continued to escalate in the weeks since our last 

update. At the end of April, the Australian federal government 

vetoed two of the Victorian state government’s ‘Belt and Road 

Initiative’ agreements with China. China responded by halting 

all activity under the two country’s China-Australia Strategic 

Economic Dialogue initiaitve. For now, there remains little sign 

of an end in sight. As long as the skirmish continues, the absence of Australia’s circa 6% share of the log market will 

continue to keep prices supported and bolster demand for NZ log exports. 

https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/commodities-weekly/commodities-weekly-310321.pdf
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What’s more, after further analysis, we are more confident in our view that a looming ban on Russian log exports 

will be a boon for New Zealand exporters. The ban is the latest in a long line of measures intended to redirect logs 

towards domestic processing, following a series of export tariffs. Those measures have helped Russia increase its 

finished timber exports, but China has only partially offset the absence of Russian logs by purchasing finished timber – 

log imports have continued to rise, with China merely seeking other exporters.  

Consequently, New Zealand has been snapping up a growing share of a growing pie in the log market. It’s a 

reminder that these sorts of protectionist measures often have far-reaching consequences beyond their intent, and 

we see little reason why doubling-down on restrictions will have a different effect this time around.  

We note recent Chinese investment, consumption and construction data have also proven strong of late. Together, 

robust demand and will prove a potent combination for log prices over the course of the year. 

 

 

ASB Commodities Index  
It’s been yet another strong week for the ASB Commodities 

Index. The two big engines of our index – dairy and meat – both 

enjoyed strong gains over the week, lifting our overall index 2.1% 

in USD terms. A strong auction result saw the dairy index rise 

2.1%, with substantial falls in fat prices offset by continued 

strength in milk powders (which make up more than half of our 

dairy index on their own). Our meat index rose an even larger 

3.1%, with the pickup in demand overseas continuing to benefit 

the sector. 

With the NZD/USD lifting a modest 1.4% over the week, our 

NZD index was up by a slightly smaller 0.7%. 
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ASB New Zealand Commodity Price Indices 
As at Friday 7th May 2021 

 Index* Week % Year %**

Total NZD 113.3 0.7% 13.5%

Total SDR 113.0 2.1% 27.4%

Total USD 116.9 2.1% 34.4%

Dairy USD 129.0 2.1% 41.9%

Sheep/beef USD 100.7 3.1% 27.9%

Forestry USD 108.2 1.4% 34.4%

Fruit USD 122.1 1.4% 24.4%

NZD/USD 0.7274 1.4% 18.4%
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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